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Do What Feels Good
Let go of the ‘exercise rules’ and learn to love working out and moving your body
in a multitude of ways! Personal Trainer and Broadcaster Tally Rye is on a mission
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to change the way we think about exercise, encouraging you to approach it with a
mindset of self-care rather than the traditional self-punishment narrative. Join Tally
as she helps you to ditch diet culture and all its associations with fitness. Gain
knowledge and tools that enable you to navigate your path to a health first, holistic
approach to fitness which includes insights from leading experts in body image,
mental health and intuitive eating. As you read you will discover the wonderful
physical and mental health benefits of regular activity and then start to feel their
effects as you follow Tally’s 10-week training plan. The plan is designed to slot into
your life in a sustainable and flexible way, providing resistance workouts,
bodyweight workouts and weekly challenges to keep mixing it up which can all be
done in the comfort of your own home. Through personal insight, and as a Trainer,
Instructor and host of the podcast Fit And Fearless with BBC 5 Live, Tally wants to
help you build a positive and intuitive relationship with fitness, food and your body
that is sustainable for the long term and ultimately help you to Train Happy.

Bikini Body Guide 2.0 - Workouts and Training Plan - Week
13-24
The body transformation phenomenon and #1 Instagram sensation's first healthy
eating and lifestyle book!Millions of women follow Kayla Itsines and her Bikini Body
Guide 28-minute workouts: energetic, kinetic, high-intensity interval training
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sessions that help women achieve healthy, strong bodies. Fans not only follow
Kayla on Instagram, they pack stadiums for workout sessions with her, they've
made her Sweat with Kayla app hit the top of the Apple App Store's health and
fitness charts, and they post amazing before and after progress shots. Kayla's
audience is avid and growing, with over 13 million followers worldwide.The Bikini
Body 28-Day Healthy Eating & Lifestyle Guide features:- 220 nutritious recipes,
including fresh fruit breakfast platters, dips, smoothie bowls, drinks, salads and
much more- 4 weeks of flexible meal plans for balanced eating - Clear, practical
advice on nutrition and how to choose and prepare food that fuels strong bodies A handy pull-out poster featuring Kayla's signature workouts in a comprehensive
4-week exercise plan

7-Minute Body Plan
Kayla Itsines Bikini Body Guide 28-minute workouts are energetic, high-intensity,
plyometric training sessions that help women achieve healthy, strong bodies.
Itsines’ Sweat with Kayla app is the best selling fitness app in the world for a
reason. The Bikini Body 28-Day Healthy Eating & Lifestyle Guide is full of Kayla’s
meal plans, recipes, and motivating information to help you live a healthy and
balanced lifestyle. Kayla makes exercising and healthy eating achievable and fun.
The Bikini Body 28-Day Healthy Eating & Lifestyle Guide features: - Kayla’s advice
for a nutritious and sustainable diet - Over 200 recipes such as: Berry-Nana
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Smoothie Bowl Strawberries, Ricotta & Nutella Drizzle on Toast Peachy Keen
Smoothie Super Green Baked Eggs Fruit Salad with Chia Seed Dressing Quinoa &
Roast Vegetable Salad Moroccan Chicken Salad Asian Noodle Salad Stuffed Sweet
Potato Chicken Paella Pad Thai with Chicken Zucchini Pasta Bolognese - 7-Day
access to the Sweat with Kayla app - A 28-Day workout plan that has all the moves
to accompany Kayla’s meal plan The Bikini Body 28-Day Healthy Eating & Lifestyle
Guide is the ultimate tool to help you achieve your health and fitness goals.

Breaking Vegan
In How to Raise a Man, as you learn more about the development of masculinity,
identify your parenting style and familiarise yourself with the issues facing
parenthood today, you will become a more compassionate, centred and effective
parent. In this era of #metoo and #allmenaretrash, it’s evident that something is
going wrong with the way men progress from childhood into adulthood, and few
realise how critical the role of the purposeful and emotionally empowered mother
is in a boy’s journey to maturity. So, what does all this mean for you as the mother
of an adolescent boy? Like it or not, mom, your son is Generation Z. He has been
adored and treasured, photo-graphed and recorded. Many of his generation of
adolescents are outwardly assertive and outspoken and have good boundaries, yet
inwardly they are full of paradoxes. And they are confusing to manage – your GenZ
rules you. They are clever. But as a mother, you need to be smarter. Teenagers
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need centred adults to guide them. Confident, capable adults should never
overreact, sulk, withdraw or blame, and if you find yourself resorting to this
behaviour, it is time to reset your parenting methods. If you are confused or
irritated by your pre-teen or teenage son, or feel bewildered and hurt by his
behaviour, this book will guide you to a clear understanding of teenagers in
general and teenage boys in particular. Written by a parenting expert, and drawing
on Western psychology as well as Eastern philosophy, the processes and ideas in
this practical guide will help you raise the man you want your son to be.

Tone It Up
This new guide has been written for girls who have already completed my Bikini
Body Training Guide and are looking to continue their training but at a more
ADVANCED level. Like the Bikini Body Training Guide, this guide will provide you
with a step-by-step, progressive exercise training program that is spread over
twelve weeks - from Weeks 13-24. It includes information about both resistance
and cardio training as well as rehabilitation. Content Breakdown: 1.12 MORE weeks
of bikini body training from Weeks 13-24. 2.More ADVANCED exercises and
sequences 3.EXPANDED education section, including foam rolling and posture
awareness 4.Progress tracking recommendations 5.MORE exercise options,
including how to make exercises harder or easier 6.ADDITIONAL challenges every
few weeks to keep you motivated and help you keep track of your progress ALL of
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this in a NEW, improved, easy to read layout!

Bikini Body Guide HELP Nutrition by Kayla Itsines
Yeah! Du hast mein 12 Wochen Programm beendet! Du kannst stolz auf dich sein
und fühlst dich jetzt bestimmt viel besser, gesünder und fitter. Wie du jetzt weißt,
geht es bei meinem Programm nicht nur um ein Training, sondern es geht um
einen neuen Lebensstil. Mit meinem BBG 2.0 habe ich ein weiteres 12 Wochen
Programm erstellt, welches dich auf deiner Reise zu mehr Fitness und Gesundheit
unterstützen soll. Der Guide enthält weitere herausfordernde Workouts, ein
komplettes Glossar mit neuen Übungen sowie einen Leitfaden für das
Schaumstoffrollen. Der BBG 2.0 hilft dir noch gesünder zu leben und ist der beste
Weg, um deine Fitness-Ziele zu erreichen!

Be Healthy Every Day
"Hannah Bronfman is challenging us all to rethink our default standards of beauty
and definitions of ‘healthy’ —and I, for one, couldn’t be happier to hear this from
another woman of color in the wellness community. Do What Feels Good is a
practical, inspirational, and beautiful guidebook to feeling good in your own skin.”
--Gabrielle Union, actress and bestselling author of We’re Going to Need More Wine
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As a food lover, beauty product addict, exercise junkie, and wellness entrepreneur,
Hannah Bronfman practically radiates confidence and health. But she’ll be the first
one to admit that the road to wellness and self-acceptance hasn’t been easy. As a
woman of color who grew up watching a close family member struggle with an
eating disorder, Hannah’s had to forge her own path and create her own standards
of beauty. And what she’s learned is this: Healthy is beautiful. And healthy should
feel good. In Do What Feels Good, Hannah offers real talk about getting in touch
with your body’s needs, baring her soul and sharing her story along the way.
Hannah provides insight on everything from gut health to nutrition to fitness to
skincare, sharing insight from top experts on how to understand your body’s
unique chemistry so that you can fuel it with more of the things that feel good and
less of the things that don’t. And since delicious food is one of the things that
makes everyone feel good, Hannah shares more than 50 of her favorite recipes for
healthy hedonism (desserts and cocktails included!). Enlightening, empowering,
and educational, this is an approach to wellness that is holistic, hedonistic, and
real. Because self-care should not feel self-punishing, and every body deserves to
feel good.

The Bikini Body Motivation & Habits Guide
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The only definitive book authored by Wim
Hof on his powerful method for realizing our physical and spiritual potential. “This
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method is very simple, very accessible, and endorsed by science. Anybody can do
it, and there is no dogma, only acceptance. Only freedom.” —Wim Hof Wim Hof has
a message for each of us: “You can literally do the impossible. You can overcome
disease, improve your mental health and physical performance, and even control
your physiology so you can thrive in any stressful situation.” With The Wim Hof
Method, this trailblazer of human potential shares a method that anyone can
use—young or old, sick or healthy—to supercharge their capacity for strength,
vitality, and happiness. Wim has become known as “The Iceman” for his
astounding physical feats, such as spending hours in freezing water and running
barefoot marathons over deserts and ice fields. Yet his most remarkable
achievement is not any record-breaking performance—it is the creation of a
method that thousands of people have used to transform their lives. In his gripping
and passionate style, Wim shares his method and his story, including: •
Breath—Wim’s unique practices to change your body chemistry, infuse yourself
with energy, and focus your mind • Cold—Safe, controlled, shock-free practices for
using cold exposure to enhance your cardiovascular system and awaken your
body’s untapped strength • Mindset—Build your willpower, inner clarity, sensory
awareness, and innate joyfulness in the miracle of living • Science—How users of
this method have redefined what is medically possible in study after study •
Health—True stories and testimonials from people using the method to overcome
disease and chronic illness • Performance—Increase your endurance, improve
recovery time, up your mental game, and more • Wim’s Story—Follow Wim’s
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inspiring personal journey of discovery, tragedy, and triumph • Spiritual
Awakening—How breath, cold, and mindset can reveal the beauty of your soul Wim
Hof is a man on a mission: to transform the way we live by reminding us of our true
power and purpose. “This is how we will change the world, one soul at a time,”
Wim says. “We alter the collective consciousness by awakening to our own
boundless potential. We are limited only by the depth of our imagination and the
strength of our conviction.” If you’re ready to explore and exceed the limits of your
own potential, The Wim Hof Method is waiting for you.

The Starch Solution
The HELP Nutrition Guide contains Kayla Itsines' 90 page clean eating plan
including a full 14 day meal plan with recipes. Learn what to eat, discover fat
burning goods, eat tasty meals and speed up your metabolism.

Bikini Body Help - Workouts Excercise Training Plan
Eat More. Weigh Less. Live Longer. Celebrated nutritionist Tanya Zuckerbrot knows
that when it comes to losing weight, addition is better than subtraction. Her
secret? Add the Miracle Carb to your diet so you don't need to subtract delicious,
satisfying foods. The Miracle Carb is dietary fiber, and chances are you don't get
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the recommended daily requirement, even if you're eating a healthy diet. Tanya
introduced the world to fiber with the F-Factor Diet, and thousands of people have
lost countless pounds, improved chronic conditions like diabetes, and gained more
energy and vigor for living. And they did it all without sacrificing their lifestyles or
the foods and drinks they love. With The Miracle Carb Diet, Tanya is making it easy
for you to jump right into living life the F-Factor way. This not just an eating plan; it
is a simple and effective action plan for achieving your best self without disrupting
your best life. Tanya's here to help you lose weight fast, and then keep it off! You'll
discover: - The four easy stages of the Miracle Carb Diet-you could lose up to 12
pounds in the first month! - Suggested fiber-rich foods and menu plans ideal for
each stage, plus recommendations for eating out and enjoying cocktails from day
one. - More than 100 original recipes and shopping lists and templates for
journaling for better results. - Tanya's inspiring anecdotes, case studies, and tool
kits for defense against specific food cravings and obstacles, plus super sidebars,
tips, tricks, and more to help motivate and inform. The Miracle Carb Diet is a lifechanging plan that's enjoyable, flexible, and doable, based on Zuckerbrot's
extensive clinical experience as well as her in-depth knowledge of cutting-edge
food and nutrition science. So go ahead and raise a glass to the Miracle Carb Diet
(yes, you can enjoy that wine guilt-free) and celebrate the miracle of fiber that lets
you eat more, weigh less, and even add years to your life.

The Year One Challenge for Women
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At Last, a No-Bullsh*t, Shame-Free Strength Transformation Program Since 2011,
nutrition and fitness expert Steph Gaudreau has impacted the lives of thousands of
women through her fierce-love approach to strength and badassery, what she calls
The Core 4. The success of her program can be found in the astounding health
results from those women who have tried it—including muscle definition, body
confidence, restful sleep, and a strong powerful outlook that permeates every facet
of life. In THE CORE 4 Steph finally offers women a strong body and mind achieved
through minimal time on the treadmill, simple workouts, targeted nutrition (that is
also delicious!), and mindset practices with clear results. When you focus on The
Core 4--Eat Nourishing Foods, Move with Intention, Recharge Your Energy, and
Empower Your Mind--you give yourself the gifts of care, strength, and resiliency,
and take a powerful step toward the life you want. “By refusing to let your weight
measure your worth. By nourishing your body. By listening to your intuition as a
guide. By taking your power back. I guarantee you’ll start feeling energetic, active,
confident, strong, resilient, and ready to change the world.”—Steph Gaudreau

The Body Fat Solution
Achieve Your Goals to Live a Healthier, Happier, More Balanced Life Be Healthy
Every Day life planner will help you make them a reality! This 52-week
motivational calendar and sticker set by noted nutrition and health coach Maria
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Marlowe guides you to learn about, set goals for, and stick to positive habits that
will make you feel healthy, fit, and happy. Each week offers useful and supportive
advice and tips, including: How to choose essential items for your pantry, fridge,
and freezer—and what to toss How to make smart, healthy choices about snacks
and packaged foods Basics for nutritious and delicious batch cooking and building
veggie bowls, salad jars, healthy dressings, and more Plus: 300+ stickers that
encourage you to choose healthy priorities, set and achieve healthy goals for
eating and exercise, and nurture your relationships--and yourself With Be Healthy
Every Day life planner, you can give yourself the gifts of feeling nourished, strong,
focused, calm, and happy. What are you waiting for? The journey to your healthiest
self can start today!

Bikini Body Training Guide 2.0
Belly fat: Either you have it, or you are doing everything you can to keep it
off.Despite what the headlines on the newsstands claim, achieving a flat stomach
is not a ten-minute transformation; it's a lifestyle transformation.In his latest work,
bestselling author John Chatham blasts the myths surrounding belly fat. The
groundbreaking research in The Belly Fat Diet reveals a science based approach to
healthy eating and looking good, and it doesn't involve starving yourself.Achieving
a flat stomach is not about doing hundreds of crunches or worrying about how
much you eat; it's about what you eat. The Belly Fat Diet teaches you how to eat
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more and weigh less, so there's no need to ever go hungry.It's common knowledge
that obesity is dangerous to your health, but did you know that belly fat is the
deadliest fat on your body? Belly fat increases your risks of heart disease, diabetes
and other chronic illnesses.• Discover the scientific secrets to why eating when you
are hungry actually leads to shedding weight and stomach fat• The Belly Fat Diet
offers workouts, healthy meal plans and a shopping list to help you minimize your
intake of sugar and processed carbohydrates• Fight disease with a few easy steps
that will help reduce your risk of diabetes and heart disease• Learn how to break
the cortisol cycle and reverse insulin resistance• Gain scientific insights into the
supplements that work and those that don't

How to Raise a Man
Tired of not seeing the weightloss results you want? Discover the tricks that target
fat loss just for women, how to eat for your body, & completely reinvent your
shape. In just 12 weeks or less you can see amazing results and become bikini
body ready.

The Rebel's Apothecary
Make Peace with Your Plate This is not your traditional cookbook. You will not have
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to do a cleanse, eat kale every day, or eliminate an entire food group. Instead, you
will learn the step-by-step process for eating with intention and put a stop to the
never ending cycle of fad diets, constant exhaustion, and general unhappiness
with your body and yourself. Meditation and wellness teacher Cassandra Bodzak
struggled for years with unhealthy dieting, stomach pains, and food allergies. It
was only when she began to listen to her body and eat with intention that she
transformed her life. In this book, she shares her wisdom to help you discover:
-How to uncover the foods that are hurting you -How to nourish your body from a
place of self-love -How to incorporate a daily gratitude or meditation practice into
your life -How to prepare nearly 75 plant-based recipes, each accompanied by a
mantra and meditation for eating with purpose and fueling your body So if you
want to learn how to quiet your mind, start listening to your own body, and love
your whole self, then you are ready for this blueprint to a life that lights you up
from the inside out. You are ready to live your best life with a clear head, open
heart, and endless energy.

Why Women Need Fat
Das erste Buch der Fitness-Ikone Kayla Itsines! Die angesagteste Fitnesstrainerin
der Welt, Kayla Itsines, hat ein exklusives 28-tägiges Ernährungsprogramm
entwickelt, in dem sie uns ihre Superfood-Geheimnisse verrät. Nutze ihre gesunden
Rezepte und die fundierten Ernährungstipps und -tricks, um deine Ziele zu
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erreichen! Mit ihrem „Bikini-Body-Guide“ hat Kayla das Leben von Millionen Frauen
auf der ganzen Welt verändert. „Meine Mission? Ich möchte möglichst vielen
Frauen dabei helfen, fit, selbstbewusst und glücklich zu werden.“ · Über 200 von
Kaylas Lieblingsrezepten, mit fruchtigen Smoothie-Bowls, gesunden Lachs-Wraps
und frischen Quinoasalaten · Poster mit Workout-Plan für 28 Tage mit Kaylas
28-Minuten-Workouts

The Miracle Carb Diet
The national bestseller with the ultimate program to lose body fat and build muscleand keep the weight off for good By now, we all know that we gain fat when we
take in more calories than we burn. But we're not always rational creatures when it
comes to food and exercise. Tom Venuto provides a sound plan that will help us
put the brakes on overeating by pinpointing the mental roadblocks and emotional
eating patterns that are preventing us from losing weight for good. Guiding readers
to dig deeper, The Body Fat Solution explores: ?Why it is so difficult to balance
calorie output with input ?What prevents people from eating appropriately and
exercising more ?The emotional and psychological factors that sabotage success
The Body Fat Solution shows how to personalize an eating plan that takes into
account your unique metabolism and calorie needs, while offering delicious new
menus. Tapping into his years of training expertise and personal experience,
Venuto helps readers change their relationship with food, empowers them to take
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charge of their lives, and delivers a program that promises dramatic and
permanent results.

Losing the Last 5 kg
Karena Dawn and Katrina Scott, the founders of the Tone It Up fitness and health
brand, have taken the world by storm with their fun, energetic, girlfriend-togirlfriend approach to getting fit. In their Tone It Up book, the girls' genuine,
relatable philosophy is boiled down to a 28-day program that incorporates fitness
routines, nutritional advice, and mental and spiritual practices to transform
readers' bodies, attitudes, and lives. Dawn and Scott take a holistic approach to
fitness, including the same principles in their book that make their brand so
popular--a sense of community, empowerment, and lightheartedness in every
healthy, feel-good technique they recommend. Dawn and Scott will help readers
get: • FIT. With daily fitness challenges, workout plans, healthy-eating tips, and
delicious recipes, readers will be on their way to the strong, sexy body they're
after. • FIERCE. Dawn and Scott will empower readers to be their best selfmotivators by aligning their minds and bodies with their intentions through
visualization exercises, daily meditations, confidence-boosting tips, and dares to
move outside their comfort zones. • FABULOUS. This is the fun stuff: beauty,
sparkle, friendship, inspiration, joy, and all the things that give readers that
unmistakable glow so they radiate from the inside out!
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The HELP Vegetarian Nutrition Guide
This book demystifies the low-FODMAP diet and provides 125 tasty and delicious
recipes for a happy gut. Written by a specialist gut dietitian, The Low-FODMAP
Recipe Book can help you to take control of Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS),
functional bowel disorder and digestive distress. Dietary management is key to
managing IBS and other gut disorders. The most successful diet for bringing relief
for symptoms such as bloating, abdominal distension, excessive wind, diarrhoea
and other digestive issues is the low-FODMAP diet, which has been medically
proven in rigorous clinical trials to improve symptoms in up to 75 per cent of
people with IBS. Because of the diet's success it is quickly becoming an essential
treatment for people with a sensitive gut and can help in the management of a
wide range of stomach troubles and gastrointestinal discomfort. The low-FODMAP
diet will help you to identify food intolerances, including intolerance of lactose and
fructose, and may also be used to help those who are suffering from Inflammatory
Bowel Disease (IBD), Coeliac Disease and functional symptoms following
gastrointestinal surgery. An expert in the low-FODMAP diet and gut disorders,
author Lucy Whigham will help you to understand more about the way your gut
functions and what is contributing to your symptoms. This book is an easy guide to
why and how the low-FODMAP diet can help, and includes tables of what foods
need to be avoided for the elimination phase and beyond. FODMAPs (Fermentable
Oligosaccharides, Di-saccharides, Mono-saccharides and Polyols) are naturally
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occurring sugars that are found in a wide range of everyday foods. They are not
fully broken down during digestion and therefore cannot be completely absorbed
by the body. Instead they travel through the gut where they are fermented by the
bacteria that live in our gastrointestinal tract. In susceptible people (those with a
sensitive gut) this fermentation can lead to excessive wind, bloating, pain,
cramping and stomach gurglings. FODMAPs also draw water into the gut, which
can lead to diarrhoea and frequent bowel motions. Cutting out foods that are high
in these fermentable carbohydrates and following a low-FODMAP diet can help you
to regain control over your digestive symptoms and thereby improve your quality
of life. Once your symptoms are under control you can start to re-introduce
FODMAPs to help you identify your individual intolerances and threshold levels. In
this way you are empowered with the knowledge of exactly which foods cause you
problems, putting you in the driving seat and letting you control your symptoms
rather than have them control you.

Tone It Up: Balanced and Beautiful
A 30-day food, fitness, and mind/body plan that helps readers drop a crazy amount
of weight fast. Written by Beachbody super trainer and nutrition/fitness expert
Autumn Calabrese, the book provides inspiring life lessons and practical guidelines
that readers can use to overcome the excuses and obstacles that have been
holding them back from achieving the body they've always wanted. Lose Weight
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Life Crazy offers a jumpstart to Calabrese's wildly popular 21 Day Fix and Ultimate
Portion Fix programs that teach the principles of portion control, balancing
macronutrients and eliminating added sugars and highly processed food. The book
is jam-packed with tips, secrets, and advice, plus 23 delicious portion-controlled
recipes and two invigorating workouts.

The Bikini Body 28-Day Healthy Eating & Lifestyle Guide
Pick up that bread! This doctor-approved method lets you keep the carbs and lose
the pounds! Fear of the almighty carb has taken over the diet industry for the past
few decades--from Atkins to Dukan--even the mere mention of a starch-heavy food
is enough to trigger an avalanche of shame and longing. But the truth is, carbs are
not the enemy! Bestselling author John A. McDougall and his kitchen-savvy wife,
Mary, prove that a starch-rich diet can actually help you lose weight, prevent a
variety of ills, and even cure common diseases. By fueling your body primarily with
carbohydrates rather than proteins and fats, you will feel satisfied, boost energy,
and look and feel your best. Including a 7-Day Sure-Start Plan, helpful weekly
menu planner, and nearly 100 delicious, affordable recipes, The Starch Solution is
a groundbreaking program that will help you shed pounds, improve your health,
save money, and change your life.
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Foam Rolling Guide
As most of us can attest, 5 kg is very easy to put on and live with. But if we set our
minds to it, it can also be just as easy to lose and keep off for good!
Nutritionist Susie Burrell shows that achieving a good lifestyle, food and exercise
balance can make losing those pesky 5 kg a breeze in just a few weeks. Packed
with user-friendly hints and tips, Susie will teach you how to eliminate the extra
calories without resorting to extreme diets, medications or shakes. In her
simple approach she will help you to focus not just on what you eat, but the
psychology behind why you may be eating it in the first place.
Learn how to get breakfast right, snack for success, eat out without piling on the
kilos, what to do when you’ve overdone it and how to drink alcohol and still lose
weight! With advice on exercise, psychological wellbeing and nutrition, this pocketsized guide is the weight-loss bible for anyone who wants to lose those extra kilos
the sensible way. Get ready to say goodbye to the last 5 kg for the very last time!

Train Happy
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Self-taught cook and food blogger Leah Itsines is happiest when she's preparing
delicious food for the people she loves. She's on a mission to help others make
healthy eating an easy lifestyle choice by promoting creativity and con?dence in
the kitchen. With over 100 colourful recipes that are close to Leah's heart, The
Nourishing Cook will inspire you to have a go and learn for yourself just how
effortless it is to create nutritious meals that everyone will want to eat. You'll
discover: *A clear approach to nutrition for every meal. *How to love making
simple, yummy food by going back to cooking basics. *Leah's tips for food
shopping, setting up her kitchen and her all-time favourite staples. *How to boost
your energy and reset your body with her ?ve tailored 'days on a plate'. Leah's
passion for healthy, wholesome food shines through on every page, and the key
ingredient here is balance - if you enjoy a varied diet that is flexible and full of
wholefoods, you needn't deprive yourself of anything! This is a specially formatted
fixed-layout ebook that retains the look and feel of the print book.

The Wim Hof Method
Have you noticed since starting all this “healthy” eating, dieting, perfect Paleo
diets, wholesome Vegan escapades, and all that glorious exercise that you did in
the name of better health and a better appearance… THAT YOU LOOK AND FEEL
WORSE? Eating pretty much any overly restricted diet will do these things to you.
Throw some “healthy” exercise in there with it and you've got a recipe for shutting
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down your entire system. It's all caused by a drop in metabolic rate. Diet Recovery
is your guide to bringing your metabolism back up to its ideal level. When you've
had enough and you are ready to stop dieting forever, get your health back on
track, stop obsessing over your body fat percentage, be happy, and join the rest of
society by eating somewhat normal again, there's no better book in print for you to
turn to. No more debilitating New Year's resolutions to run a daily marathon on
cabbage soup this year- quit beating yourself, and stop the dieting madness! Eat
the food!

The HELP Nutrition Guide
Throughout my industry experience and the more I interviewed my female clients,
it became apparent that many girls were aspiring for a specific yet common look.
What these girls really wanted was the confidence and positive physical change
that came as a result of a healthy lifestyle. The body type I am referring to is a far
cry from the “very muscular” look that a lot of women obtain through other
training styles and advice. I found that some trainers in this industry do not
properly understand or listen to their client's goals and are therefore not able to
advise them in a way that will help attain their client’s desired appearance or
outcome. This is my mission: I want to help as many women as possible achieve
their ideal body, their confidence and their happiness! Hence, with the help of
Fresh Fitness, I created this “Bikini Body Training Guide”. I have heard many
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trainers and individuals say lots of different things about how to get ‘results'.

Diet Recovery
Whatever your body shape, fitness level, or age, feel amazing after just 1 week of
7-minute workouts, recipes, and Lucy's positive mindset to help you believe in
yourself and love your body. Find just 7 minutes a day over a week and follow one
of Lucy Wyndham-Read's workouts daily to shape up and feel your best self. Try
her supporting recipes for even greater impact. No equipment is needed, the
exercises are easy and effective whatever your body shape and fitness level, and
"yes", you really do only need 7 minutes a day. Lucy wants us to all to love our
bodies and feel our best quickly and easily. The seven workouts - all exclusive to
the book - speak to real women: Melt Off Belly Fat, Little Black Dress Workout,
Love My Legs, Super Health Fix. They are demonstrated with illustrations of women
of all ages, shapes and sizes - no unattainable skinny models. Try one for a week
and you will want to do more. Followers (Lucy has over 1 million across YouTube
and Instagram) say of her routines, "Actually, I can do these for the rest of my life".
The quick, healthy recipes (7 breakfasts, 7 lunches, 7 smoothies, 7 dinners) - which
Lucy shares for the first time - are optional, but follow these too and your results
will be even more impressive. Start now, believe in yourself, see the change, and
love your body!
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Der Bikini Body Training Guide 2.0
Learn how to improve your health and wellness with the healing magic of cannabis,
CBD and medicinal mushrooms. When health coach and wellness blogger Jenny
Sansouci learned that her father was diagnosed with stage 4 pancreatic cancer,
her extensive knowledge of the latest alternative therapies was put to the test.
Jenny dove into the world of cannabis and mushrooms and their medicinal
properties - and she and her dad are now outspoken champions of the healing
power of these plants and fungi - not only to tame the side effects of
chemotherapy, but to address everyday wellness concerns. The Rebel's
Apothecary is the result of her heartfelt and rigorous quest -- a science-based and
supportive guide that will enhance the lives of anyone living with pain, anxiety,
depression, a weakened immune system, insomnia, and more. Complete with
background information, dosing instructions, and everyday recipes, this is the
essential handbook for harnessing the ancient healing powers of cannabis and
mushrooms --safely, without confusion, fear, or an unwanted high. In addition to
debunking myths and de-stigmatizing these powerful healing plants and fungi, The
Rebel's Apothecary presents: * Specific protocols and dosage guides for wellness
uses (mood, sleep, immunity, focus, energy) and managing common
chemotherapy side effects * Everyday wellness routines * Recipes for delicious,
easy, health-enhancing cannabis and mushroom infused smoothies, coffee drinks,
teas, elixirs, gummies, and broths - including recipes from chefs and wellness
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experts like Dr. Andrew Weil, Kris Carr, Seamus Mullen, Marco Canora and more *
The latest research on CBD, THC, medicinal mushrooms and psilocybin * Tips for
creating a cutting-edge home apothecary of your own

The Core 4
This program has helped thousands of women build their best bodies ever. Will
YOU be next? What if you could build that hot “Hollywood body” without having
your life revolve around it? What if you didn't have to starve yourself, put in long
hours at the gym, or do grueling cardio sessions that turn your stomach? What if
you could eat all of the foods you actually like and do muscle-building workouts
that you actually enjoy? Imagine waking up every morning, looking in the mirror,
and feeling downright excited by your reflection. Imagine being able to proudly
wear the clothes you really want to wear and take them off with confidence. Well,
you can have all of these things, and it’s not nearly as difficult or complicated as
you probably think. The Year One Challenge for Women is a workout journal
companion to the bestselling women’s fitness book Thinner Leaner Stronger, and it
contains a full year's worth of workouts neatly organized so you can record, track,
and review your progress toward the body you've always wanted. With this
program, you can melt away up to 35 pounds of fat—including stubborn hip, belly,
and thigh fat—add lean muscle to all the right places on your body, and double or
even triple your whole-body strength. And that's just year one! So, if you're ready
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to build muscle definition and lose stubborn fat faster than you ever thought
possible, scroll up, buy this journal today and start your journey to a thinner,
leaner, and stronger you!

Happy, Healthy, Strong
In Body By Simone, Simone De La Rue, the personal trainer for some of the hottest
bodies in Hollywood, shares her fitness secrets and teaches women how to achieve
an A-list body using her fun and unique strength training and cardio workouts.
Considered the "next Tracy Anderson," Simone De La Rue has created a total body
workout—a unique fusion of Pilates, bar method, strength training, and cardio
dance moves—for women looking to lose weight, tone up, change up their routine,
lose baby weight, or exercise while recovering from an injury. Her workouts are
fast-paced, fun, and targeted for the muscle groups women most want to tone:
arms, abs, glutes, and thighs. Filled with nearly 200 gorgeous color photos, Body
By Simone features Simone’s eight-week plan that incorporates her dance-based
cardio workouts and signature strength training moves. Here are workouts for all
levels—beginning, intermediate, and advanced—and a self-assessment test to
choose the right plan for you. Simone offers a breakdown for each week and a
schedule for each day, including an overview of the week’s goals and challenges.
Each week builds on the next to keep you challenged and engaged, and see the
results you want. To boost weight loss and metabolism as well as naturally detox
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the body, Simone also provides a 7-day kick-start cleanse complete with recipes
for simple meals, juices, and smoothies.

What Next?
An inspirational, life-affirming and beautiful health/wellness & recipe book from
Rachael Finch. Rachael Finch is the poster girl for living a wholesome, holistic life.
As a result, she is addicted to feeling amazing - and wants everyone else to feel
amazing too. As a health coach, television host, model, social-media star and
mum, she knows what it is to lead a busy life, and she also knows how easy it is to
take shortcuts with your health when you're under pressure. But Rachael
passionately believes life is too short to feel unhappy about yourself, and it's her
goal to help transform the lives of other women to encourage them to live happy,
healthy and strong. An inspiring, affirming and beautiful guide to looking and
feeling great, inside and out, Happy Healthy Strong contains 85+ delicious clean
wholefood recipes as well as a two-week vitality plan to kickstart your new self. Full
of inspiring health and wellness principles, advice on mindfulness and work/life
balance, as well as confidence-boosting tips, affirmations and goal setting, Happy
Healthy Strong is all about loving your body, loving yourself, and achieving your
best, happiest and healthiest self.
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Lose Weight Like Crazy
The groundbreaking discovery that shows why women need fat to lose fat. Why do
women struggle so much with weight? Can women ever lose weight and keep it
off? In this research-driven and counterintuitive book, an anthropologist and a
public health doctor team up to answer those questions. Blending anecdotal
evidence with hard science, they explain how women's weight is controlled by
evolution-but more important- they reveal how a change in diet three decades ago
may be the reason women today are bigger than their grandmothers were.
Explaining why fat (both in our diet and in our body) is crucial to long-term health,
the authors show not only why women tend (and need) to get heavier after having
their first child, but also destroy cultural myths like "all fat is bad for you."
Providing a plan that can help any woman achieve a natural, healthy weightwithout dieting- Why Women Need Fat not only gives women the tools they need
to shed weight, but also a better understanding of why those last five pounds seem
impossible to lose.

The Belly Fat Diet
A daily companion to the Whole30 program provides tips, tricks, hacks, and advice
to help readers stick with the routine and succeed.
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Eat With Intention
Finding balance in life is a goal many of us strive to achieve. Whether it's through a
healthy diet, exercise regimen, state of mind, relationship, or other activity (or all
of the above), we spend our days trying to be, and become, our best selves. But
what happens when all that focus starts to dominate our lives? When our desire for
"perfect health" trumps everything else, perhaps without us even realizing it? What
happens when our solution starts becoming the problem? These are questions that
author and popular blogger Jordan Younger faced when she decided that her
extreme, plant-based lifestyle just wasn't working in favor of her health
anymore--and questions that you may be facing too. In Breaking Vegan, Jordan
reveals how obsessive "healthy" dieting eventually led her to a diagnosis of
orthorexia, or a focus on healthy food that involves other emotional factors and
ultimately becomes dysfunctional, even dangerous. In candid detail, Jordan shares
what it was like to leave veganism, the downfall of her desire to achieve nutritional
perfection, and how she ultimately found her way to recovery. In addition to this,
Jordan outlines an "anti-diet," whole-foods-based eating plan featuring more than
25 recipes to help inspire others to find similar balance in their own lives. Breaking
Vegan is about tolerance and forgiveness. And ultimately, forging one's own path
toward happiness.
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Body By Simone
Create a five-year plan that covers all aspects of daily life—including work,
finances, and health—with this all-inclusive guide to successfully reaching your
goals after college graduation. The celebrations have ended and you’ve finally
graduated from college. But the one looming question remains over every recent
grad’s head: what’s next? In this book, you’ll find a detailed guide to putting
together a five-year plan to set yourself up for success. No need to stress about
having the rest of your life mapped out—instead, you’ll focus on how to make the
most after graduation so you can thrive in the years to come. Whether you’re
looking for advice on turning your first job out of college to a long-term career or
need some tips on managing your money so you can pay down your student debt
(and treat yourself), you’ll find all that and more in What Next?. Filled with advice
from journalist and lifestyle blogger Elana Lyn Gross, What Next? includes all the
tools you need to achieve your goals one step at a time. Offering helpful guidance
on every aspect of life, you’ll have no problem answering the question: what’s
next?

The Bikini Body 28-Day Healthy Eating and Lifestyle Guide
Hey Gorgeous! Welcome to Tone It Up, a worldwide community of amazing
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girlfriends who support and encourage each other to live our happiest, healthiest
lives. As women, we so often focus on others, but a balanced and beautiful life
means prioritizing yourself so you can truly be the version of you. The best way to
do that is by combining a nutritious diet, active lifestyle, and most importantly, by
spreading positivity and boosting each other up. Whether you’re sharing workouts
or wine, female friendship is so important—plus it makes fitness a lot more fun!
BALANCED AND BEAUTIFUL is a guide to focusing on the amazing woman that is
you, with a 5-day plan to Refresh, Motivate, Inspire, Energize, and last but not
least, Relax. Filled with daily fitness routines, delicious recipes, wisdom to
transform your mindset, and all the love and advice of the TIU community, Karena
and Katrina make it easier than ever to reach your goals and feel great. Each day,
you’ll find tips and advice for every aspect of your journey, told through fun and
fascinating stories and secrets that will be like having your best girlfriend along for
the ride. Throughout these pages, you’ll feel empowered, uplifted, and
connected—with the entire TIU community behind you, cheering you on towards
your most confident, centered self. Ready to reset? Feeling BALANCED AND
BEAUTIFUL is only 5 days away!

Bikini Body Guide 2.0 weeks 13-24 by Kayla Itsines
Kayla Itsines Foam Rolling Guide is essential for anybody who has purchased a
foam roller and is unsure of how to use it. Foam rolling helps to relieve muscle
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tension and pain by improving circulation. It could also helps to minimise the
appearance of cellulite. In this guide you will find: • The importance of foam rolling
• Recommended upper body foam rolling routine • Recommended lower body
foam rolling routine • Stretching exercises to aid in rehabilitation • Do's & Don't's •
Step-by-step information

The Whole30 Day by Day
Use the power of motivation and good habits to become fitter, healthier, and
stronger, for life! Bikini Body Guides (BBG) co-creator Kayla Itsines, named the
world's number one fitness influencer by Forbes, shows you how to harness the
power of motivation and build good habits around health and fitness. Drawing on
more than 40,000 survey responses from her global online community, as well as
extensive research and her experience as a trainer, Kayla addresses what stops us
from following through on our health and fitness goals. In her second book, The
Bikini Body Motivation & Habits Guide, Kayla explores how you can overcome
those obstacles, set goals and stick to a long-term plan for better health. Inside,
you'll find helpful checklists and templates, a 28-day meal plan, more than 200
simple and delicious recipes, shopping lists and a pull-out 28-day workout poster.
Let global fitness phenomenon Kayla show you how YOU can stick to a plan for
long-term health. "In this book, I give you the keys to achieving your goals and
show you how to use motivation to create healthy habits that will stick."
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The Low-FODMAP Recipe Book
So you finished my 12 week guide! Give yourself a massive congratulations and
pat on the back. It’s a huge accomplishment, and no doubt you are feeling a big
change in your overall health, mindset, and confidence. As you know by now, my
program is not a “diet”, but a lifestyle. With my 2.0 guide, I’ve created another 12
weeks to help you continue your healthy lifestyle. Inside you will find 12 weeks of
higher challenge workouts, a full glossary section detailing new exercises, as well
as a guide to foam rolling, and new resistance exercises. The 2.0 guide helps you
take your healthy lifestyle to the next level, and is the best way to continue
reaching your fitness goals!

The Nourishing Cook
The HELP Vegetarian Guide contains Kayla Itsines' 107 page clean eating plan
including a full 14 day meal plan with recipes. Suitable for Vegetarians, Vegans and
Pescatarians. Learn what to eat, discover fat burning foods, eat tasty meals and
speed up your metabolism.

28 Tage zum Bikini-Body
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So you finished my 12 week guide! Give yourself a massive congratulations and
pat on the back. It’s a huge accomplishment, and no doubt you are feeling a big
change in your overall health, mindset, and confidence. As you know by now, my
program is not a “diet”, but a lifestyle. With my 2.0 guide, I’ve created another 12
weeks to help you continue your healthy lifestyle. Inside you will find 12 weeks of
higher challenge workouts, a full glossary section detailing new exercises, as well
as a guide to foam rolling, and new resistance exercises. The 2.0 guide helps you
take your healthy lifestyle to the next level, and is the best way to continue
reaching your fitness goals!
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